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Missing the Revolution-Jerome H. Barkow 2006 The essays in this volume present applications of
evolutionary psychology in a manner intended to illustrate their relevance to current concerns for social
scientists and are aimed at those researchers who, in the editor's opinion, have been missing the
evolution-revolution to engage with Darwinian thought.
Darwin's Roadmap to the Curriculum-Glenn Geher 2019-05-01 There is a paradox when it comes to
Darwinian ideas within the academy. On one hand, Darwin's theories have famously changed the
foundational ideas related to the origins of life, shaping entire disciplines in the biological sciences. On the
other hand, people in educated societies across the globe today are famously misinformed and uneducated
about Darwinian principles and ideas. Applications of evolutionary theory outside the traditional areas of
biology have been slow to progress, and scholars doing such work regularly run into all kinds of political
backlash. However, a slow but steady push to advance the teaching of evolution across academic
disciplines has been under way for more than a decade. This book serves to integrate the vast literature in
the interdisciplinary field of Evolutionary Studies (EvoS), providing clear examples of how evolutionary
concepts relate to all facets of life. Further, this book provides chapters dedicated to the processes
associated with an EvoS education, including examples of how an interdisciplinary approach to
evolutionary theory has been implemented successfully at various colleges, universities, and degree
programs. This book also offers chapters outlining a variety of applications to an evolution education,
including improved sustainable development, medical practices, and creative and critical thinking skills.
Exploring controversies surrounding evolution education, this volume provides a roadmap to asking and
answering Darwinian questions across all areas of intellectual inquiry.
Past Minds-Luther H Martin 2016-06-16 How do historians understand the minds, motivations, intentions
of historical agents? What might evolutionary and cognitive theorizing contribute to this work? What is the
relation between natural and cultural history? Historians have been intrigued by such questions ever since
publication in 1859 of Darwin's The Origin of Species, itself the historicization of biology. This interest
reemerged in the latter part of the twentieth century among a number of biologists, philosophers and
historians, reinforced by the new interdisciplinary finding of cognitive scientists about the universal
capacities of and constraints upon human minds. The studies in this volume, primarily by historians of
religion, continue this discussion by focusing on historical examples of ancient religions as well as on the
theoretical promises and problems relevant to that study.
Understanding Human Behavior-Tessie J. Rodriquez 2009
Extraterrestrial Altruism-Douglas A. Vakoch 2013-09-14 Extraterrestrial Altruism examines a basic
assumption of the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI): that extraterrestrials will be
transmitting messages to us for our benefit. This question of whether extraterrestrials will be altruistic
has become increasingly important in recent years as SETI scientists have begun contemplating
transmissions from Earth to make contact. Technological civilizations that transmit signals for the benefit
of others, but with no immediate gain for themselves, certainly seem to be altruistic. But does this make
biological sense? Should we expect altruism to evolve throughout the cosmos, or is this only wishful
thinking? Is it dangerous to send messages to other worlds, as Stephen Hawking has suggested, or might
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humankind benefit from an exchange with intelligence elsewhere in the galaxy? Would extraterrestrial
societies be based on different ethical principles, or would we see commonalities with Earthly notions of
morality? Extraterrestrial Altruism explores these and related questions about the motivations of
civilizations beyond Earth, providing new insights that are critical for SETI. Chapters are authored by
leading scholars from diverse disciplines—anthropology, astronomy, biology, chemistry, computer science,
cosmology, engineering, history of science, law, philosophy, psychology, public policy, and sociology. The
book is carefully edited by Douglas Vakoch, Director of Interstellar Message Composition at the SETI
Institute and professor of clinical psychology at the California Institute of Integral Studies. The Foreword
is by Frank Drake. This interdisciplinary book will benefit everybody trying to understand whether
evolution and ethics are unique to Earth, or whether they are built into the fabric of the universe.
Ordering America-William H. Young 2010-07 Ordering America, painting a felicitous portrait of Western
civilization, shows that its defining ideals--rooted in man´s common human nature, a perception newly
substantiated by modern evolutionary psychology--were best fulfilled by realization of the American
founding order. Twentieth-century progressivism and postmodern multiculturalism detoured America
down the way of social constructionism--human nature and equality are produced by culture and the state,
through groups. The book sets a course to revive the Western ideals and return to an opportune centerright American order, applying latest scientific insights and restoring individual responsibility and
reciprocity under more limited, still energetic government befitting our century.
Human Expeditions-Stephen Chrisomalis 2013-12-06 In its 2007 obituary of Bruce Trigger (1937–2006),
the Times of London referred to the Canadian anthropologist and archaeologist as “Canada’s leading
prehistorian” and “one of the most influential archaeologists of his time.” Trained at Yale University and a
faculty member at McGill University for more than forty years, he was best known for his History of
Archaeological Thought, which the Times called “monumental.” Trigger inspired scholars all over the
world through his questioning of assumptions and his engagement with social and political causes. Human
Expeditions pays tribute to Trigger’s immense legacy by bringing together cutting edge work from
internationally recognized and emerging researchers inspired by his example. Covering the length and
breadth of Trigger’s wide-ranging interests – from Egyptology to the history of archaeological theory to
North American aboriginal cultures – this volume highlights the diversity of his academic work and the
magnitude of his impact in many different areas of scholarship.
Citizen-Consumers and Evolution-Mikael Klintman 2012-10-30 This book develops a groundbreaking,
novel approach to examining ethical consumer behaviour from the perspective of evolutionary theory,
illustrating the deeply rooted potentials and limits within society for reducing environmental harm.
Global Survival-Ervin Laszlo 2006 Our planet is undergoing extreme and shocking changes due to
humankind's footprint upon it. And, while most involved focus on one or several specific aspects of the
problem (pollution, groundwater depletion, species diversity), many are so encased in their own
specialties or interests that they fail to see the greater problem--that our fragmented ways of thinking and
acting are failing to resolve the environmental and related political situations threatening the viability of
life on this planet. We must,and can, do better. However, this will require a new way of thinking. It is in
light of this that the editors of this book propose a new discipline, first suggested by the eminent political
scientist John H. Herz, combining all relevant scientific disciplines with an overarching, unified,
humanistic philosophy that will directly and positively influence the sustainability of life on Earth: survival
research.--From publisher description.
Studies in the Literary Imagination- 2009
The Myth of Culture-Nigel Barber 2008 Before oxygens discovery, scientists invoked a mysterious inner
principle of fire to account for burning. Today, scholars appeal to an analogously unscientific inner
principle, known as culture, to account for human actions. So what is wrong with culture?! It extends from
the contents of Petrie dishes to art galleries and is far too imprecise for scientific use. Science aims to
separate causes from effects but social scientists use culture indiscriminately as both cause and effect
making scientific progress impossible. Finally, culture is a smokescreen distracting us from the quest for
objective influences on human behavior. (Polygamy is more about parasites than religion, for instance).
This book is both a critique of culture-centered social sciences and the manifesto for a new approach evolutionary social science - that synthesizes evolution and sociology. The author demonstrates that a
natural-science approach to human societies helps us to understand social problems such as health
inequality and violent crime. Written in a more high-spirited and accessible style than is customary for
academic works, The Myth of Culture is a full-throttle indictment of ivory-tower social scientists whose
arcane lore does more to feather their nests than to advance knowledge, or solve human problems. It
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should have broad appeal among college-educated people around the world.
The Criminal Brain-Nicole Rafter 2008-10-01 What is the relationship between criminality and biology?
Nineteenth-century phrenologists insisted that criminality was innate, a trait inherent in the offender’s
brain matter. While they were eventually repudiated as pseudo-scientists and self-deluded charlatans,
today the pendulum has swung back. Both criminologists and biologists have begun to speak of a
tantalizing but disturbing possibility: that criminality may be inherited as a set of genetic deficits that
place one at risk for theft, violence, and sexual deviance. If that is so, we may soon confront proposals for
genetically modifying “at risk” fetuses or doctoring up criminals so their brains operate like those of lawabiding citizens. In The Criminal Brain, well-known criminologist Nicole Rafter traces the sometimes
violent history of these criminological theories and provides an introduction to current biological theories
of crime, or biocriminology, with predictions of how these theories are likely to develop in the future.
What do these new theories assert? Are they as dangerous as their forerunners, which the Nazis and other
eugenicists used to sterilize, incarcerate, and even execute thousands of supposed “born” criminals? How
can we prepare for a future in which leaders may propose crime-control programs based on biology?
Enhanced with fascinating illustrations and written in lively prose, The Criminal Brain examines these
issues in light of the history of ideas about the criminal brain. By tracing the birth and growth of enduring
ideas in criminology, as well as by recognizing historical patterns in the interplay of politics and science,
she offers ways to evaluate new theories of the criminal brain that may radically reshape ideas about the
causes of criminal behavior.
Chimpanzee Ethics?-Kyleb Dylan Wild 2004
The Non-Darwinian Revolution-Peter J. Bowler 1988 "Timely and cogent in its aims and arguments, it
should prompt debate and discussion leading to fresh critical and historiographical insights concerning all
those topics that historians of science, of society, and of culture associate with `Darwinism' and
`evolutionism.'"-- British Journal of the History of Science.
On the Origin of Species-Charles Darwin 2003-03-28 Charles Darwin’s On The Origin of Species, in which
he writes of his theories of evolution by natural selection, is one of the most important works of scientific
study ever published. This unabridged edition also includes a rich selection of primary source material:
substantial selections from Darwin’s other works (Autobiography, notebooks, letters, Voyage of the
Beagle, and The Descent of Man) and selections from Darwin’s sources and contemporaries (excerpts
from Genesis, Paley, Lamarck, Spencer, Lyell, Malthus, Huxley, and Wallace).
Darwin's Doubt-Stephen C. Meyer 2013-06-18 When Charles Darwin finished The Origin of Species, he
thought that he had explained every clue, but one. Though his theory could explain many facts, Darwin
knew that there was a significant event in the history of life that his theory did not explain. During this
event, the “Cambrian explosion,” many animals suddenly appeared in the fossil record without apparent
ancestors in earlier layers of rock. In Darwin’s Doubt, Stephen C. Meyer tells the story of the mystery
surrounding this explosion of animal life—a mystery that has intensified, not only because the expected
ancestors of these animals have not been found, but because scientists have learned more about what it
takes to construct an animal. During the last half century, biologists have come to appreciate the central
importance of biological information—stored in DNA and elsewhere in cells—to building animal forms.
Expanding on the compelling case he presented in his last book, Signature in the Cell, Meyer argues that
the origin of this information, as well as other mysterious features of the Cambrian event, are best
explained by intelligent design, rather than purely undirected evolutionary processes.
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London- 2009
Four Revolutions in the Earth Sciences-James Lawrence Powell 2014-12-23 Over the course of the
twentieth century, scientists came to accept four counterintuitive yet fundamental facts about the Earth:
deep time, continental drift, meteorite impact, and global warming. When first suggested, each
proposition violated scientific orthodoxy and was quickly denounced as scientific—and sometimes
religious—heresy. Nevertheless, after decades of rejection, scientists came to accept each theory. The
stories behind these four discoveries reflect more than the fascinating push and pull of scientific work.
They reveal the provocative nature of science and how it raises profound and sometimes uncomfortable
truths as it advances. For example, counter to common sense, the Earth and the solar system are older
than all of human existence; the interactions among the moving plates and the continents they carry
account for nearly all of the Earth's surface features; and nearly every important feature of our solar
system results from the chance collision of objects in space. Most surprising of all, we humans have
altered the climate of an entire planet and now threaten the future of civilization. This absorbing scientific
history is the only book to describe the evolution of these four ideas from heresy to truth, showing how
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science works in practice and how it inevitably corrects the mistakes of its practitioners. Scientists can be
wrong, but they do not stay wrong. In the process, astonishing ideas are born, tested, and over time take
root.
The British National Bibliography-Arthur James Wells 2006
The Life and Letters of Charles Darwin-Charles Darwin 1925
Darwin and International Relations-Bradley A. Thayer 2015-01-13 Pathbreaking and controversial, Darwin
and International Relations offers the first comprehensive analysis of international affairs of state through
the lens of evolutionary theory. Bradley A. Thayer provides a new method for investigating and explaining
human and state behavior while generating insights into the origins of human and animal warfare, ethnic
conflict, and the influence of disease on international relations. Using ethnological and statistical studies
of warfare among tribal societies, Thayer argues that humans wage war for reasons predicted by
evolutionary theory -- to gain and protect vital resources but also for the physically and emotionally
stimulating effects of combat. Thayer demonstrates that an evolutionary understanding of disease will
become a more important part of the study of international relations as new strains of diseases emerge
and advances in genetics make biological warfare a more effective weapon for states and terrorists. He
also explains the deep causes of ethnic conflict by illuminating how xenophobia and ethnocentrism evolved
in humans. He notes that these behaviors once contributed to our ancestors' success in radically different
environments, but they remain a part of us. Darwin and International Relations makes a major
contribution to our understanding of human history and the future of international relations.
Charles Darwin's Works: The life and letters of Charles Darwin... ed. by his son, Francis Darwin. 2vCharles Darwin 1896
International Journal on the Unity of the Sciences- 1990
The life and letters of Charles Darwin...ed. by his son, Francis Darwin. 2 v-Charles Darwin 1898
Evolution-Edward J. Larson 2006-08-08 “I often said before starting, that I had no doubt I should
frequently repent of the whole undertaking.” So wrote Charles Darwin aboard The Beagle, bound for the
Galapagos Islands and what would arguably become the greatest and most controversial discovery in
scientific history. But the theory of evolution did not spring full-blown from the head of Darwin. Since the
dawn of humanity, priests, philosophers, and scientists have debated the origin and development of life on
earth, and with modern science, that debate shifted into high gear. In this lively, deeply erudite work,
Pulitzer Prize–winning science historian Edward J. Larson takes us on a guided tour of Darwin’s
“dangerous idea,” from its theoretical antecedents in the early nineteenth century to the brilliant
breakthroughs of Darwin and Wallace, to Watson and Crick’s stunning discovery of the DNA double helix,
and to the triumphant neo-Darwinian synthesis and rising sociobiology today. Along the way, Larson
expertly places the scientific upheaval of evolution in cultural perspective: the social and philosophical
earthquake that was the French Revolution; the development, in England, of a laissez-faire capitalism in
tune with a Darwinian ethos of “survival of the fittest”; the emergence of Social Darwinism and the dark
science of eugenics against a backdrop of industrial revolution; the American Christian backlash against
evolutionism that culminated in the famous Scopes trial; and on to today’s world, where religious
fundamentalists litigate for the right to teach “creation science” alongside evolution in U.S. public schools,
even as the theory itself continues to evolve in new and surprising directions. Throughout, Larson trains
his spotlight on the lives and careers of the scientists, explorers, and eccentrics whose collaborations and
competitions have driven the theory of evolution forward. Here are portraits of Cuvier, Lamarck, Darwin,
Wallace, Haeckel, Galton, Huxley, Mendel, Morgan, Fisher, Dobzhansky, Watson and Crick, W. D.
Hamilton, E. O. Wilson, and many others. Celebrated as one of mankind’s crowning scientific
achievements and reviled as a threat to our deepest values, the theory of evolution has utterly
transformed our view of life, religion, origins, and the theory itself, and remains controversial, especially
in the United States (where 90% of adults do not subscribe to the full Darwinian vision). Replete with
fresh material and new insights, Evolution will educate and inform while taking readers on a fascinating
journey of discovery.
Science and Soul-Charles Birch 2008 Preeminent evolutionary biologist Charles Birch credits many pivotal
scholars in the science and science-religion worlds with shaping his worldview. In his memoir Science and
Soul, he reflects on twenty leaders in these areas who became his mentors, contributing to his perception
of the meaning of life, the duties of science, and his views on process-relational thought. These key figures
come from the fields of modern evolutionary biology, animal ecology, the philosophy of religion, and
science and religion and include Theodosius Dobzhansky, J. B. S. Haldane, Margaret Mead, Charles Elton,
Reinhold Niebuhr, and Ian Barbour.
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Evolution Revolution-Robert Winston 2009-01-06 The story behind Charles Darwin's Theory of Evolution
from the fun and fabulous Robert Winston Join Robert Winston for an amazing look at the story of
evolutionary science and the way Charles Darwin's revolutionary theories changed the world. Explore
lands of fire, meet curious creatures, and peer into the future, as you follow Darwin on his epic voyage in
search of the origins of species. Discover how previous thinkers believed life began and the dramatic
developments since Darwin's era. Find out how theories developed after Darwin, with modern scientists
revealing the secrets of genes and DNA and showing what lies in the future. It's the origins of you, your
friends, and every living thing on Earth!
Catalogue of the General Assembly Library of New Zealand-New Zealand. Parliament. Library 1897
Understanding Modern Theology: Cultural revolutions and new worlds-Jeffery Hopper 1987
Darwin, Marx and Freud-Arthur L. Caplan 2013-03-08 hope of obtaining a comprehensive and coherent
understand ing of the human condition, we must somehow weave together the biological, sociological, and
psychological components of human nature and experience. And this cannot be done indeed, it is difficult
to even make sense of an attempt to do it-without first settling our accounts with Darwin, Marx, and
Freud. The legacy of these three thinkers continues to haunt us in other ways as well. Whatever their
substantive philosophical differences in other respects, Darwin, Marx, and Freud shared a common,
overriding intellectual orientation: they taught us to see human things in historical, developmental terms.
Phil osophically, questions of being were displaced in their works by questions of becoming.
Methodologically, genesis replaced teleological and essentialist considerations in the explanatory logic of
their theories. Darwin, Marx, and Freud were, above all, theorists of conflict, dynamism, and change. They
em phasized the fragility of order, and their abiding concern was always to discover and to explicate the
myriad ways in which order grows out of disorder. For these reasons their theories constantly confront
and challenge the cardinal tenet of our modern secular faith: the notion of progress. To be sure, their
emphasis on conflict and the flux of change within the flow of time was not unprecedented; its origins in
Western thought can be traced back at least as far as Heraclitus.
It Ain't Necessarily So-Richard C. Lewontin 2001 Is our nature—as individuals, as a species—determined
by our evolution and encoded in our genes? If we unravel the protein sequences of our DNA, will we gain
the power to cure all of our physiological and psychological afflictions and even to solve the problems of
our society? Today biologists—especially geneticists—are proposing answers to questions that have long
been asked by philosophy or faith or the social sciences. Their work carries the weight of scientific
authority and attracts widespread public attention, but it is often based on what the renowned
evolutionary biologist Richard Lewontin identifies as a highly reductive misconception: "the pervasive
error that confuses the genetic state of an organism with its total physical and psychic nature as a human
being." In these nine essays covering the history of modern biology from Darwin to Dolly the sheep, all of
which were originally published in The New York Review of Books, Lewontin combines sharp criticisms of
overreaching scientific claims with lucid expositions of the exact state of current scientific knowledge—not
only what we do know, but what we don't and maybe won't anytime soon. Among the subjects he discusses
are heredity and natural selection, evolutionary psychology and altruism, nineteenth-century naturalist
novels, sex surveys, cloning, and the Human Genome Project. In each case he casts an ever-vigilant and
deflationary eye on the temptation to look to biology for explanations of everything we want to know about
our physical, mental, and social lives. These essays—several of them updated with epilogues that take
account of scientific developments since they were first written—are an indispensable guide to the most
controversial issues in the life sciences today. The second edition of this collection includes new essays on
genetically modified food and the completion of the Human Genome Project. It is an indispensable guide
to the most controversial issues in the life sciences today.
Darwinism on Trial-Khurshid S. Nadvi 1993
The Man who Found the Missing Link-Pat Shipman 2002 Born eighteen months after the first Neanderthal
skeleton was found and a year before Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species, Eugene Dubois
vowed to discover a powerful truth in Darwin's deceptively simple ideas. There is a link, he declared, a
link as yet unknown, between apes and Man. It takes a brilliant writer to elucidate a brilliant mind, and
Pat Shipman shines as never before. The Man Who Found the Missing Link is an irresistible tale of
adventure, scientific daring, and a strange and enduring love--and it is true.
Charles Darwin, 1809-1882-Roger G. Chapman 1982
A Book that Shook the World-Julian S. Huxley 1958-10-15 This collection features five essays from noted
theologians, philosophers, geneticists, and biologists who discuss the sweeping impact of Charles Darwin's
On the Origin of Species on their respective fields. This volume, edited by Ralph Buchsbaum, professor of
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biology at the University of Pittsburgh, was published to celebrate the centenary of Darwin's
announcement in 1858, along with Alfred Russel Wallace, of their independent discovery of the process of
natural selection. Darwin's book was published one year later.
Bibliographie Internationale D'anthropologie Sociale Et Culturelle 1991- 1993 This bibliography lists the
most important works published in anthropology in 1991. Renowned for its international coverage and
rigorous selection procedures, IBSS provides researchers and librarians with the most comprehensive and
scholarly bibliographic service available in the social sciences. IBSS is compiled by the British Library of
Political and Economic Science at the London School of Economics, one of the world's leading social
science institutions. Published annually, IBSS is available in four subject areas: anthropology, economics,
political science and sociology.
Darwinian Agriculture-R. Ford Denison 2012-07-22 As human populations grow and resources are
depleted, agriculture will need to use land, water, and other resources more efficiently and without
sacrificing long-term sustainability. Darwinian Agriculture presents an entirely new approach to these
challenges, one that draws on the principles of evolution and natural selection. R. Ford Denison shows
how both biotechnology and traditional plant breeding can use Darwinian insights to identify promising
routes for crop genetic improvement and avoid costly dead ends. Denison explains why plant traits that
have been genetically optimized by individual selection--such as photosynthesis and drought tolerance--are
bad candidates for genetic improvement. Traits like plant height and leaf angle, which determine the
collective performance of plant communities, offer more room for improvement. Agriculturalists can also
benefit from more sophisticated comparisons among natural communities and from the study of wild
species in the landscapes where they evolved. Darwinian Agriculture reveals why it is sometimes better to
slow or even reverse evolutionary trends when they are inconsistent with our present goals, and how we
can glean new ideas from natural selection's marvelous innovations in wild species.
Pathways to Philosophy-Douglas W. Shrader 1996 Combining classical and contemporary readings with
original essays, Pathways to Philosophy offers an imaginative introduction to the art of philosophical
reflection and wonderment. The collection reflects the inherent multidisciplinary nature of the field revealing and exploring the connections between philosophy, science, and literature. All material is
carefully chosen, edited, and coordinated to ensure its accessibility to readers of all levels. The result is a
presentation that is engaging, provocative, and fun. There are four main sections divided into twelve
chapters held together by a common thread: analysis and exploration of concepts and dimensions of the
Self. The readings cover Eastern as well as Western traditions, and include selections by both women and
men. In the process, it provides coverage of a number of topics which, though important, are often omitted
from introductory texts.
The Newtonian Revolution-I. Bernard Cohen 1983-04-29 This volume presents Professor Cohen's original
interpretation of the revolution that marked the beginnings of modern science and set Newtonian science
as the model for the highest level of achievement in other branches of science. It shows that Newton
developed a special kind of relation between abstract mathematical constructs and the physical systems
that we observe in the world around us by means of experiment and critical observation. The heart of the
radical Newtonian style is the construction on the mind of a mathematical system that has some features
in common with the physical world; this system was then modified when the deductions and conclusions
drawn from it are tested against the physical universe. Using this system Newton was able to make his
revolutionary innovations in celestial mechanics and, ultimately, create a new physics of central forces
and the law of universal gravitation. Building on his analysis of Newton's methodology, Professor Cohen
explores the fine structure of revolutionary change and scientific creativity in general. This is done by
developing the concept of scientific change as a series of transformations of existing ideas. It is shown
that such transformation is characteristic of many aspects of the sciences and that the concept of
scientific change by transformation suggests a new way of examining the very nature of scientific
creativity.
The Paleobiological Revolution-David Sepkoski 2009-10-15 The Paleobiological Revolution chronicles the
incredible ascendance of the once-maligned science of paleontology to the vanguard of a field. With the
establishment of the modern synthesis in the 1940s and the pioneering work of George Gaylord Simpson,
Ernst Mayr, and Theodosius Dobzhansky, as well as the subsequent efforts of Stephen Jay Gould, David
Raup, and James Valentine, paleontology became embedded in biology and emerged as paleobiology, a
first-rate discipline central to evolutionary studies. Pairing contributions from some of the leading actors
of the transformation with overviews from historians and philosophers of science, the essays here capture
the excitement of the seismic changes in the discipline. In so doing, David Sepkoski and Michael Ruse
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harness the energy of the past to call for further study of the conceptual development of modern
paleobiology.
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